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Abstract

spatial domain include WOW [10], S-UNIWARD [11], and
HILL [17]. Correspondingly, image steganalysis is the art
of detecting the existence of secret messages embedded into
an image. The conventional pipeline of steganalysis consists of two steps, feature exaction and classification, and
the latter step is usually implemented using ensemble classifier (EC) [15]. One typical algorithm for feature extraction
in spatial domain is Spatial Rich Models (SRM) [6], which
consists of multiple co-occurrence matrices formed by four
neighboring quantized noise residual samples. And one of
its variant, maxSRM [5], which incorporate the probability of each pixel being modified when executing embedding
(the so-called selection channel) into the features of SRM, is
the state-of-the-art handcrafted feature for image steganalysis. However, it should be noted that, in the conventional
framework of steganalysis, feature extraction and classification are two separate steps, which means that it is hard to
optimize them simultaneously.

Convolutional neural network (CNN) based image steganalysis are increasingly popular because of their superiority in accuracy. The most straightforward way to employ CNN for image steganalysis is to learn a CNN-based
classifier to distinguish whether secret messages have been
embedded into an image. However, it is difficult to learn
such a classifier because of the weak stego signals and the
limited useful information. To address this issue, in this paper, a multi-task learning CNN is proposed. In addition to
the typical use of CNN, learning a CNN-based classifier for
the whole image, our multi-task CNN is learned with an
auxiliary task of the pixel binary classification, estimating
whether each pixel in an image has been modified due to
steganography. To the best of our knowledge, we are the
first to employ CNN to perform the pixel-level classification
of such type. Experimental results have justified the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed multi-task learning
CNN.

In the past few years, the great superiority of convolutional neural networks (CNN) has been exhibited experimentally in a variety of computer vision problems [16],
[8], [20]. By using CNN, feature extraction and classification can be easily unified in a single architecture and optimized jointly, which is expected to attain better performance. Impressed by the extraordinary advantage of CNN,
researchers also seek to design proper CNN structures for
image steganalysis [27], [23], [22], [29], [28], [19], [30],
[31], [32], [18]. The first effective attempt is the work of
Tan and Li [27] in 2014. They proposed a method using
the mechanism of auto-encoder to pre-train a CNN for im-

1. Introduction
Image steganography, a data hiding technique frequently
used in multimedia communications, aims to embed secret
messages into an image while making the embedding traces
as undetectable as possible. Nowadays, the most secure
steganographic algorithms are content-adaptive [21], [10],
[11], [17], [33], and typical algorithms of such category in
1

age steganalysis, which achieved much better result than
CNN without this pre-train step, but was still quite inferior to SRM. In [23], Qian et al. proposed a CNN inheriting the traditional steganalysis schemes to initialize the first
layer of the network with a high-pass filter used in SRM.
Experiments showed that their scheme could achieve comparable performance with SRM, and the use of the highpass filter at the beginning of a CNN becomes a standard
configuration [22], [29], [28], [19], [30], [31], [32], [18].
However, it is still difficult to train CNNs with stego images
of low payload [22]. To circumvent this obstacle, Qian et
al. [22] proposed an approach based on transfer learning.
In 2016, Xu et al. [29] designed a CNN with an absolute
activation function, hyperbolic tangent activation function
and batch normalization [12]. Using an architecture similar
to [29] as base learner, Xu et al. [28] estimated the performance of three different ensemble strategies. Another
ensemble method, which combines a CNN with SRM-EC,
is proposed in [19]. In 2017, Ye et al. [31] proposed to
initialize the first layer of their CNN with 30 high-pass filters used in SRM and introduced a novel activation function
called truncated linear unit (TLU). To further improve the
performance, they incorporate the knowledge of the selection channel into CNN and this architecture, named SCATLU-CNN, which is the state-of-the-art selection-channelaware CNN-based steganalyzer, outperforms the maxSRM
by a significant margin. Similarly, Yang et al. [30] proposed
a CNN structure considering the selection channel and also
observed performance gain.
Inspired by the fact that properly incorporating the pixellevel information [30], [31] can further boost the performanceis, pixel binary classification is considered in CNNbased steganalyzer in this paper. Specifically, a multi-task
learning architecture, which optimize the main task of image steganalysis and the auxiliary task of pixel binary classification estimating whether each pixel has been modified
due to secret message embedding, is employed. Extensive experiments show that the proposed multi-task learning CNN can further improve the performance of its corresponding single-task learning version for image steganalysis. Moreover, the proposed CNN is comparable with the
SCA-TLU-CNN [31] in terms of detection error rate, while
ours might be more efficient in the testing phase as our approach does not need to explicitly calculate the pixel-level
information when inference.

2. The propesed method
Multi-task Learning(MTL), a commonly used approach
to train at least two related tasks simultaneously, can improve the generalization power of each task or the main task
by leveraging the domain-specific information contained in
the training signals of related tasks [3]. In recent years, reenforcing CNNs with MTL has been proved effective in var-

ious computer vision problems [34], [25], [7], [4]. A common approach of applying MTL to CNN is to share some
hidden layers of the network between all tasks, while keeping several task-specific output layers [24]. In this paper,
we attempt to learn a CNN for image steganalysis through
the MTL mechanism.
The proposed architecture consists of three parts, the output layers for image steganalysis, specific layers for pixel
binary classification and a simple backbone shared by the
two tasks, which is indicated in green, blue and yellow in
Figure 1 respectively.

Figure 1. The architecture of proposed multi-task learning CNN.
(a)The repeating convolutional block. (b) The overall training
structure of the proposed architecture. Best viewed in color.

The shared backbone of the proposed architecture is a
simple VGG-like [26] network, which is consists of a stack
of 3 × 3 convolutional layers and pooling layers. More
specifically, the first layer of the backbone is a 5 × 5 convolutional layer, whose weights is initialized with the 30 highpass filters used in SRM to compute residuals as suggested
in [31]. The second convolutional layer contains 64 filters

of size 3 × 3. Then a simple convolutional block (illustrated
in Figure 1(a)) and a mean pooling layer are stacked alternatively for 5 times, where the convolutional block composes
of 2 convolutional layers with the kernel size of 3 × 3. The
specific layer for image steganalysis is a fully connected
layer with 2 neurons appended after the last pooling layer,
outputting the result of image steganalysis.
As for the specific branches for pixel binary classification, it is similar to the structure of Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) [20], a simple but effective architecture originally proposed for semantic segmentation. By upsampling
and fusing the feature maps from deep to shallow stages,
FCN finally can output a score map with the same size of the
input image. Each element in the score map can be viewed
as the confidence of the corresponding pixel belonging to
a certain category. In our implement, feature from all five
scales are extracted and fused so as to capture more accuracy information about location. To be specific, a convolutional layer with 2 kernels of size 1 × 1 is appended to the
output of each of the 5 simple convolutional blocks mentioned above to compute score maps for different scales. In
order to fuse these score maps from different scales, those
from small scales are up-sampled firstly. Specifically, a deconvolutional layer is applied to up-sample the small-scale
score map, making it have the same scale as its adjacent
bigger one, and then those 2 score maps are summed. The
summed score map is again up-sampled and added to its adjacent bigger score map. The above process repeats until the
final score map, whose scale is the same as that of the input
image, is constructed. The value of each element in the final
score map indicates whether the corresponding pixel in the
original image is modified.
Moreover, it should be noted that ReLU is applied to all
the convolutional layers except the first one in the backbone.
For the first convolutional layer, a TLU is used, which has
been experimentally proved to be better than ReLU for the
early layers of CNN [31]. TLU can be formulated as follows:

−T, x < −T

f (x) = x,
(1)
−T ≤x≤T


T,
x > T.
where T is the truncated threshold.
In order to train a CNN classifier to estimate whether
a pixel has been modified due to steganographic operations,
ground truth labels need to be available firstly. There should
be a pixel label map for an image. To construct this map,
each stego image will be compared with its corresponding
cover image pixel by pixel to generate its label map. Therefore, the obtained pixel label map has the same size as its
stego image. And each element in the map indicates the
ground truth of whether a pixel in the same position of the
corresponding stego image is changed.

During training, the two tasks, image steganalysis and
pixel binary classification, are optimized simultaneously.
To this end, one cross-entropy loss layer is added after the
fully connected layer to compute the loss Limage for image
steganalysis, and another cross-entropy loss layer is added
to the final score map mentioned above to calculate the loss
Lpixel for pixel binary classification. The image steganalysis loss Limage is:
image
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where xi is the ith input image, yiimage ∈ {0, 1} is the image steganalysis label of xi , N is the amount of input images, f image (·) is the transform function of the network
for image steganalysis, and (f image (·))c is the output of
the function for the cth class (c = {0, 1}). And these two
classes correspond to the two neurons after the fully connected layer in Figure 1. For pixel classification, crossentropy loss is computed for each pixel independently, and
then the losses for all pixels of an image are averaged.
Mathematically, the pixel classification loss Lpixel is:
(f pixel (xi,j,k ))
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where xi,j,k is the pixel at the jth row and kth column of the
ith input image, m and n are the height and width of input
pixel
images respectively, yi,j,k
∈ {0, 1} is the pixel classificapixel
tion label of xi,j,k , f
(·) is the transform function of the
network for pixel classification, and (f pixel (·))c is the output of the function for the cth class (c = {0, 1}).
Since cover images are always unchanged, only stego
images are concerned in our implementation when optimizing the CNN for pixel binary classification. Generally, the
amount of unchanged pixels is much larger than that of
changed ones (for example, the average change rate at payload of 0.2 bpp for HILL in BOSSbase is 3.56%), so proper
strategy should be taken to deal with this extremely unbalanced situation to optimize the task of pixel classification
better. A very simple but effective method is adopted here.
Specifically, in each stego image, only certain unchanged
pixels of equal quantity as changed ones are randomly sampled for training, while the remaining unchanged pixels are
ignored during optimization. Suppose the image labels for
cover images and stego images are 0 and 1, and the pixel labels for changed pixels, sampled unchanged pixels and ignored unchanged pixels are 0, 1, and 2, respectively. Then

Eq. (3) can be rewritten as:
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where [·] outputs 1 if the condition to be judged is satisfied,
and 0 if not.
In our MTL framework, the above two losses are
summed as follows:
Ltotal = Limage + λpixel Lpixel

(8)

where λpixel is the weight for the loss of the pixel classification, which will be determined through experiments.
The summed loss Ltotal is minimized during training, and
in this way, the two tasks can be simultaneously optimized.
It should be noted that the optimization will be reduced to
common single-task learning when λpixel = 0, and the performance of this case in company with that of MTL will be
reported in the experiments.

3. Experiments
3.1. Datasets
Following [31], our experiments are carried out on the
dataset of BOSSbase 1.01 [1] and BOWS2 [2], both of
which contain 10,000 grayscale images of size 512 × 512.
Constrained by our available computing resource, the central part of all images is cropped firstly to obtain images
of size 256 × 256, just as what Ye et al. [31] did. Then
three different data sets are generated as follows. Training
set contains 4,000 images randomly selected from BOSSbase and all the 10,000 images from BOWS2. As for the
6,000 remaining images in BOSSbase, validation set contains 1000 and testing set contains 5,000. The three datasets
are not intersecting.
For each image in all datasets, three state-of-the-art
steganographic methods, WOW [10], S-UNIWARD [11],
and HILL [17], are employed to embed secret messages to
it at certain payload to obtain its corresponding stego image. Then each dataset contains cover images and their corresponding stego images.
Each CNN is independently trained on the three different training sets, and for each training, the parameter model

with lowest error rate on the corresponding validation set
will be tested on the corresponding testing set. The three obtained testing results are averaged as the final performance
of that CNN.

3.2. Implementation details
1) Preprocessing: before training, the gray level of all
images are firstly divided by 255 to be scaled to the range
of 0 to 1, then further normalized by subtracting the mean
value and dividing the standard deviation computed from
the training set. During training, augmentations of randomly flipping and rotation are conducted.
2) Network initialization: as mentioned in Section 2, the
weights of the first convolutional layer is initialized with 30
high-pass filters used in SRM, which is proposed in [31].
The weights of all the remaining convolutional and deconvolutional layers are initialized via ”Xavier” method [9],
while the weights of the fully connected layer are initialized
with values randomly generated from a Gaussian source
with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.01. And all the
biases in the model are initialized to 0. The parameter T for
the aforementioned TLU is set to 0.3.
3) Optimizer setting: In our experiments, Adam [14] is
used to optimize the proposal CNN. The two main parameters of Adam, betas, which are used for computing running
averages of gradient and its square, are set to 0.9 and 0.999
respectively. Other parameters are set as follows: the batch
size is 32, with 16 cover images and their corresponding
stego images in each batch; the weight decay is 1 × 10−4 .
For models at payloads from 0.3 bpp (bit per pixel) to 0.5
bpp, the networks are trained from scratch. As for the lower
payloads from 0.05 bpp to 0.2 bpp, transfer learning [22] is
applied.
Based on the above settings, the proposed multi-task
learning CNN is trained to minimize the cross-entropy
losses of image steganalysis and that of pixel classification
simultaneously.

3.3. Results and discussions
To quantitatively analysis the effectiveness of estimating whether each pixel in an image has been modified using CNN, the comparison of the Recall/Precision/F1 Score
for the modified pixels between randomly guessing and our
proposed architecture for WOW, S-UNIWARD, and HILL
are performed. And the results for HILL algorithm are summarized in Table 1. From Table 1 it can be found that our
approach can recall most of the modified pixels with acceptable precision.
Then we verify the effectiveness of the proposed multitask learning CNN and determine the proper loss weight
λpixel in Eq. (8) through experiments. To this end, the proposed architecture is trained for the three steganographic
algorithms at payload of 0.4 bpp with six different λpixel

Algorithm

HILL

Payload
(bpp)
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

Recall
Random MTL-CNN
0.5000
0.8774
0.5000
0.8519
0.5000
0.8345
0.5000
0.8182
0.5000
0.8145
0.5000
0.8068

Precision
Random MTL-CNN
0.0071
0.0316
0.0158
0.0593
0.0357
0.1040
0.0579
0.1470
0.0822
0.1846
0.1083
0.2212

F1 Score
Random MTL-CNN
0.0140
0.0611
0.0306
0.1108
0.0666
0.1849
0.1038
0.2492
0.1412
0.3010
0.1780
0.3472

Table 1. The comparations of the recall/precision/F1 score for the modified pixels between randomly guessing and our method (λpixel = 1).

Algorithm
WOW
S-UNIWARD
HILL

λpixel = 0
0.1955
0.2295
0.2515

λpixel = 0.5
0.1776
0.2198
0.2304

λpixel = 0.75
0.1761
0.2137
0.2312

λpixel = 1
0.1731
0.2065
0.2278

λpixel = 1.25
0.1737
0.2114
0.2262

λpixel = 1.5
0.1734
0.2097
0.2305

Table 2. The performance in terms of detection error (PE ) with different λpixel settings. The embedding payload is 0.4 bpp.

(0/0.5/0.75/1/1.25/1.5), and the experimental results are
summarized in Table 2. It is observed that, for all the five
involved non-zero weights, the multi-task learning CNN
achieves consistently better performance than the baseline
single-task learning CNN with λpixel = 0. Thus, it is advantageous to train the two tasks jointly, and superiors result can be attained with suitable λpixel . It seems that setting λpixel = 1 is a good choice according to the results
of the experiments. Therefore, we fix λpixel = 1 and refer
the model trained with this weight as MTL-CNN, while referring the one trained with λpixel = 0 as STL(single task
learning)-CNN in the following experiments.
After the weight is determined, extensive experiments
are conducted to compare the performance of the proposed
MTL-CNN with its corresponding STL-CNN, maxSRM as
well as the SCA-TLU-CNN [31]. The comparisons are
summarized in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 2. Firstly,
it is observed that the STL-CNN outperforms the maxSRM
for all embedding methods and payloads. As we expect,
the MTL-CNN further decreases the detection error rate of
STL-CNN by a margin from 0.66% to 3.96%. We owe this
performance gain to the use of pixel binary classification.
Specifically, we speculate that when optimized simultaneously with the pixel binary classification, the image steganalysis can be aware of the the suspicious regions embedded secret messages implicitly. It is also observed that
the performance gains for very low payload (0.05bpp) and
very high payload (0.5bpp) are not evident. This is because,
for very low payload, only few pixels are modified, so there
may be not sufficient training samples to train a discriminating model for pixel classification and thus less useful
information can be shared by the main task of image steganalysis. On the other hands, for very high payload, we
consider that the STL-CNN can also be able to be aware of
the suspicious regions embedded secret messages implicitly

by itself, and therefore, the advantage of pixel binary classification as an auxiliary task is not so prominent.
When compared with the SCA-TLU-CNN [31], it is observed that the MTL-CNN obtains comparable performance
for S-UNIWARD and HILL, while is slightly inferior for
WOW. However, SCA-TLU-CNN need to calculate the selection channel for each image during both training and testing phases, while the branches for pixel classification of our
MTL-CNN can be removed and we just need to keep the
backbone during inference. That is, our approach amounts
to eliminating the step of evaluating pixel-level information
while still maintaining its performance with this extra step.
This makes our approach is more efficient, since it is timeconsuming to compute the selection channel explicitly using the open source codes running on CPU [13]. Specifically, in our experimental platform (Intel Xeon(R) CPU E5-2609 v3, GeForce GTX 1080 Ti), it takes over than 100ms
to explicitly to calculate the selection channel in SCA-TLUCNN, while it just takes less than 10ms for our proposed
architecture to output the result using GPU after removing
the branches for pixel classification.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we explored the possibility of improving the performance of CNN-based image steganalysis via
multi-task learning. Specifically, we propose to train a CNN
for image steganalysis and classfying whether a pixel has
been modified or not due to steganography simultaneously.
Extensive experiments show that the proposed multi-task
learning CNN can further boost the performance of its corresponding single-task learning CNN. And it is comparable with the state-of-the-art selection-channel-aware CNNbased steganalyzer in terms of detections error rate, but
more efficient during inference.

Algorithm

WOW

S-UNIWARD

HILL

Payload
(bpp)
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5

maxSRMd2 [5]
(PE )
0.4202
0.3707
0.3112
0.2682
0.2331
0.2016
0.4587
0.4195
0.3613
0.3131
0.2739
0.2386
0.4548
0.4215
0.3660
0.3228
0.2887
0.2541

STL-CNN
(PE )
0.4143
0.3613
0.2896
0.2408
0.1955
0.1505
0.4486
0.4100
0.3438
0.2948
0.2295
0.1866
0.4508
0.4104
0.3466
0.3039
0.2515
0.2037

SCA-TLU-CNN [31]
(PE )
0.3874
0.3240
0.2435
0.2036
0.1707
0.1445
0.4390
0.3938
0.3218
0.2571
0.1955
0.1660
0.4325
0.3806
0.3288
0.2885
0.2291
0.1977

MTL-CNN
(PE )
0.3978
0.3351
0.2576
0.2118
0.1731
0.1439
0.4381
0.3884
0.3144
0.2552
0.2065
0.1694
0.4386
0.3913
0.3248
0.2780
0.2278
0.1957

Table 3. Performance comparison of the involved steganalyzers in terms of detection error (PE ) for 3 state-of-the-art steganographic
schemes at different payloads.
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Figure 2. Detection error (PE ) of 3 steganographic schemes as a function of payload for the involved steganalysis methods. (a) WOW. (b)
S-UNIWARD. (c) HILL.
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